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Simple Shooting v0.1

“Simple” shooting
In this simplest of examples, Pike & Shot A is at Deadly range 

<= 3BW, and each file has a file directly ahead. 

All bases from A can fire at Pike & Shot 1. All dice can be 

thrown at once, as there is no sequential outcome.
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“Arc of Fire”
In this example Pike & Shot  B is in Deadly range. Only the leftmost file (with letter B) 

is in arc (directly ahead) and can fire. 

The central file & rightmost file is out of arc and has no target 
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“Arc of Fire”2
Here rightmost file (with letter C) from 

Pike & Shot C has no target, with nothing 

directly ahead. However, because the 

central file has a valid target then all files 

can fire at the same target.

If file C did have a target directly ahead it 

must fire at that target.
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More Complex Shooting v0.1

Tracing lines of sight
The rightmost file of A has 2 enemy bases in 

it arc of fire. However, the rightmost corner 

must also be able to draw an uninterrupted 

line to the target base. This is not the case, so 

file A cannot fire a 1, and can only shoot at 2
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Artillery Firing
Medium Artillery D has no target within. It can 

therefore extend its arc of fire by 2 BW to either 

side. As such both 3 and 4 are valid targets. 

For 3 both guns are in arc and can fire. 

For 4 only the right gun is in arc – and can fire. 

The options are - fire both guns at 3, or 1 gun at 3 

and 1 gun at 4  

Note – drawing an uninterrupted line to the target 

base a line is still required. If 5 were present, it could 

not be a target itself as its is out of arc (being within 

8BW) but does block the line of sight to 4. 
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Tracing lines of sight
The leftmost file of A has 2 enemy bases in it arc of fire. The leftmost corner can draw an uninterrupted line 

to the base in 1 . This file therefore has a choice, it can fire at 1 or 3
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